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The Story of  Iris the Dragon

Iris the Dragon is proud to offer a special edition book that addresses the protective factors of interacting 
with nature on children’s mental health. Throughout the Iris the Dragon series, the main characters have 
benefitted from their time in nature, which has taught them healthy coping strategies to support their  
mental health and created self awareness about how to build a self-care tool kit that will help them address 
the stresses of life.

Iris the Dragon was created to provide educational material to help facilitate discussion between parents, 
teachers, and children about issues relating to mental health and emotional wellness. 
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Iris the Dragon books address a variety of mental health topics. The books stress the need for early  
identification and intervention of issues as well as building rapport with a caring individual and a support 
network to help develop positive mental health and wellness. The Iris the Dragon organization first started 
writing books in 2000 and since then has seen a huge increase in demand for books on mental health for  
children. 

We hope that our 
efforts increase  

awareness around how to  
address mental health and  

wellness and provide children with 
a supportive community so that they 

know they are not alone during  
challenging times. 

For more information on additional 
books from the Iris the Dragon series, 
visit www.iristhedragon.org.
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The River Keeper Legend

Once upon a time, a green marsh dragon called Iris was born. Iris has lived on this earth for over 900 years. 
She loves this beautiful earth. She has travelled all over it many times, and she loves the snow-covered  
mountains, the blue oceans with sandy beaches, the green forests, and the shimmering rivers and lakes.  
Iris also loves the animals and other creatures who live here. She has learned how important it is to take  
special care of the earth and its inhabitants. All creatures great and small depend on the earth to stay healthy.

Iris has also learned many things about the workings of nature from Indigenous Peoples from around the 
world, and she respects and appreciates all the lessons they have taught her. She understands that Indigenous 
Peoples have been stewards of the land for thousands of years before her and that their stories about our  
connections with the land can teach us how we can interact with the sacred earth with respect and gratitude. 

Iris knows that we all thrive on the fresh air, green foliage, and clean waters that nature provides. She knows 
that nature keeps our brains healthy. She uses what her Indigenous friends have taught her and her own  
experiences to teach children how to use the land and the water to help them feel and think better.

The river is special for Iris. Many years ago, she chose it as her river to take care of. According to  
dragon legend, all dragons must choose a river to care for and become its keeper. Her Riverbank  
Community friends and children who come to this spot know how wonderful this river is.  
Iris uses the river to heal and restore children’s confidence and ease their worries and fears.
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Chapter 1
s k i p p y 

The sun was shining over the Riverbank Community where Iris the Dragon and her good friends lived. Right as the 
sun started peaking over the treetops, Ottie Otter made his way over to Iris’s home by the river.

“Good morning, Iris,” said Ottie Otter scurrying up the riverbank to 
Iris who was sitting on her favourite log. “This is going to be such a wonderful day!”

“Good morning to you too, Ottie,” said Iris. “This is a very special day indeed.  
It’s Earth Day today and I am so excited to celebrate our theme  
this year.”

“What was the theme again, Iris?” Asked Ottie.

Laughing, Iris said,  “Oh Ottie, you don’t remember?”  
“We are celebrating nature’s gifts to our health — especially our mental health.”
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“Oh right!” said Ottie. “Being in nature and interacting with nature is good for our mental health. I remember now!”

“Yes, Ottie, that’s right. Time we spend doing things in nature makes us feel better.”

“How does it make us feel better?” asked Ottie.

“Oh silly, Ottie. Well, you are in luck because today some of our old friends from past adventures are going to join us 
to share their stories about how spending time in nature helped them.”

Ottie exclaimed,  “You mean Fish, Teeman, Skippy, and Josie are coming to visit us! Wow!”

Just then around the riverbend came a small boat with 4 children in it. 

          “Hi, Iris and Riverbank Animals,” the children called.
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Iris was so excited to see the children that she had helped in the past that she jumped into the water with a big splash 
to swim up to greet them.

She said, “Thank you for helping me to celebrate Earth Day here in the 
Riverbank Community. You have learned so many lessons about nature’s role in your health. The riverbank animals 
and I are excited to hear the lessons so that we can pass them on to other children we meet.” 

As the children came to shore, they were greeted by all the riverbank animals who pulled them over to the campfire to 
begin the storytelling. 
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Madeline Frog, Beatrix Bunny, Tommy Turtle, and Rosie Racoon sat close to their old friends and encouraged them 
to start sharing.

Chuckling, Skippy said, “I guess I can go first.”

“I’ve been thinking a lot about what I have learned from my time with Iris, being at the riverbank and outside  
in nature.”
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Skippy reminded the riverbank animals how Iris had introduced her to a colt called Little Ben, who had an 
injured leg. Skippy had taken on the responsibility of helping him to get better, so she was  
outdoors with him a lot. Little Ben needed to exercise his leg by walking in the fields and along 
the riverbank.

“We also searched out where the fresh green grass grew best so that he 
could have the nutrients he needed to grow strong. 

I spent hours outside learning what he   
needed to bring him back to good health.”
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Rosie Racoon exclaimed, “Wow, that is really neat how you helped Little Ben to get better, Skippy.” 

“Yes, it was pretty cool to see the progress he made. I even planted a vegetable garden by the river so that I could  
plant carrots for him. He loves carrots and now so do I after having tasted fresh carrots right out of the ground,”  
stated Skippy.

Tommy Turtle asked, “How did your time with Little Ben  
       help you, Skippy?”

“That’s a great question, Tommy. Taking care of Little Ben and learning how to do 
things to help him gave me a sense of purpose. I started to see that I had skills 
and the time that Little Ben needed. I felt good about myself, and it gave me 
courage to do other things in my life — like meet new friends or try  
new activities.”

“I also learned that by taking care of something else, I was taking care  
of myself.”

  Iris asked, “How so?” 

Skippy thought for a moment and said, “I noticed that I, too, needed to be outdoors each day, going for a walk, 
breathing in the fresh air, and just having time away from my school life. I noticed that being outdoors helped me to 
feel calmer and gave me some downtime after a busy day.”
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“Skippy, those are some really big lessons.  
 

You and Little Ben have grown  
 healthier and more confident each year,”  
        said Iris.

“Now, everyone, please help yourselves to all the delicious refreshments 
that the riverbank has given us — fresh carrots and snap peas — and 
then Teeman will tell us his story next.”

All the children and animals stood up to stretch and have a snack, 
but they were looking forward to hearing what Teeman had  
to say.
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A Note for Adults 
Spending time in nature helps people feel connected to something beyond themselves. When children are in nature, there is less  
structure, and they have to learn how to navigate a less structured world. This allows them to experiment with their own abilities and  
see what works and doesn’t work, which gives them confidence that they can make choices for themselves and learn from their efforts.  
For example, walking through a little forested path, even one in a city, develops physical skills, leading to more confidence compared to 
walking along a sidewalk in a neighbourhood. 

Spending time with trees, plants, and animals is spiritual; it allows children to see their connection with other living things.  

Having opportunities to take care of plants and animals gives a further sense of purpose and belonging.

Chapter 1 Follow-Up Questions to Ask Children 

•  Have you ever taken care of something or someone like Skippy did? How did it make you feel?

• If you haven’t taken care of something or someone, how do you imagine it would make you feel and what skills     
 would it give you?

• Skippy discovered she felt calmer after taking care of Little Ben outside. What do you notice after you spend     
 time outside?

• Action Item: What actions might you take to add the calming effects of nature to your daily routine?

Resources

These resources are intended to help parents and other adults understand how children benefit from their time in nature.

Why kids need to spend time in nature 
https://childmind.org/article/why-kids-need-to-spend-time-in-nature/

Playing outside: why it’s important for kids 

https://www.healthychildren.org/English/family-life/power-of-play/Pages/playing-outside-why-its-important-for-kids.aspx
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Chapter 2
t e e m a n 

Once everyone had settled back down, Iris said, “Teeman you also have a wonderful story to tell about how nature 
supported you and your mental health.”

“Yes,” said Teeman.  

  “When I first met Iris, I was very overwhelmed and   
  frustrated with the world around me.”

“I met Iris because I was so frustrated that I was hitting golf balls off a bridge close to your Riverbank Community 
and one ball hit Iris’s front door!”

Ottie said, “Oh, I remember that. Biggest bang I have ever heard! Iris and I were having tea.”
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“Well, Iris and you came out and taught me how to relax.  
We sat on a log and shut our eyes and became aware of the feeling of the log under us and the sounds and smells of 
the riverbank. Slowly, I started to feel my body relax and not feel so tight and wound up.”

Madeline Frog said, “I saw that too. Your shoulders looked less stiff and hunched up around your ears.”

“Oh,” said Teeman. “I didn’t realize that, but yes, my muscles felt more relaxed the more I focused on what my senses 
were experiencing in nature.”

Iris replied,  “We also taught you dragon 
breathing. Do you still use that 

Teeman?” 

“Of course. I use it every day,” said Teeman.  
“I do it before any event that makes me 

nervous. Breathe in through the nose and 
then exhale through the mouth like I am 

releasing a big blast of fire! I really like 
to do it outside, but it works great 

inside, too.”
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Beatrix Bunny asked, “How does it help you relax? I think my little bunnies might need to try this — they have so 
much energy!”

   Teeman replied, “When I’m nervous, I feel all jumbled up.  
For me, the dragon breathing slows down my fast breathing.  
Then my muscles feel less tense, and it helps me think clearer.”

“Oh, this sounds great,” said Beatrix Bunny. “My little ones will really benefit from trying this.”

Teeman said, “Oh, and one last thing: I also learned in my time with Iris that I love being on, in, or by the 
water because it helps me prepare for my day or relax at the end of a busy day. I think being 

by water helps my body feel good.”

Iris replied, “Thank you, Teeman, for sharing.  It is hard to explain 
the power of nature in helping us, but we 

can see how it has helped 
you quiet your busy mind, 

which has helped you focus on your favourite  
activities such as playing golf.” 
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A Note for Adults 
Being in nature can provide many healthy emotions such as calmness and joy, and it can spark creativity. When we are in nature, its sights 
and smells are restorative to the human nervous system; they reduce cortisol, which is a hormone activated by stress. Children who are  
experiencing anxiety or depression benefit from their time in nature to reduce the impact of their stresses, whether those are real  
or perceived. 

As a result of nature’s calming and restorative influence, being outdoors also helps children’s ability to focus. In today’s society, our minds 
are constantly stimulated by tasks, technology, and life circumstances, which leave little downtime. Being in nature helps children rest, and 
it restores the brain activity required to live modern life. Nature also gives our brains healthy ways to produce adrenaline, dopamine, and 

serotonin, the chemical messengers in our brains that we need for our bodies’ physical and psychological functions.

Chapter 2 Follow-Up Questions to Ask Children 

 • Have you tried using your senses to discover what nature has to offer? 

 • How does it feel when you listen to the sounds of nature or watch clouds moving in the sky?

 • Try some dragon breathing now for 30 seconds. Breathe in through your nose for 5 seconds. Let the breath fill your belly and then  
  force the breath out through your mouth like you’re breathing out a blast of dragon fire. How does that make you feel?

 • Action Item: Think about adding dragon breathing or paying attention to the world around you through your senses to your daily  
  routine. What will this look like for you?

Resources

These resources are intended to help parents and other adults understand how children benefit from their time in nature.

Mental health benefits of getting your kids outside 
https://www.healthline.com/health/mental-health/why-getting-outside-can-boost-mental-health-for-kids-and-parents#benefits

Emotional development benefits of outdoor play 
https://www.miracle-recreation.com/blog/why-should-my-child-play-outside-benefits-of-outdoor-play-for-kids/?lang=can#emotional
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Chapter 3
j o s i e 

“Now it is time for Josie to tell her story. Josie came to the river at the beginning of the fall,” explained Iris. “It was a 
cold day, and I was sitting on my log with some of the other riverbank animals warming ourselves by the fire.  
Suddenly, we heard a loud splash. Josie had jumped off the bridge.”

Laughing, Josie said,  “It was freezing.  
Actually, I didn’t mean to jump off the bridge. It was an  

accident but let me tell you my story.”

“I have ASD — it stands for autism spectrum disorder. 
I’m really good at fixing anything. But I have a harder time 

understanding people.”

“The day I met Iris and the riverbank  
animals, I was out riding my new bike, 
but a group of kids who were  
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teasing me took my bike and threw it into the water. Well, I was not going to lose my new bike, so I jumped in after it. 
But the water was so cold that day.”

Iris said, “It shocked us all to see the bike and then you fall off  
the bridge. We all immediately jumped in the river to get you even though it was cold.”

“Yes, and you saved me and my bike,” said Josie. “What a day! Afterwards, we 
sat by the fire and drank hot chocolate, and I got warm and dry. You 
told me that you could help me better understand people 
and make friends.” 

One of Beatrix’s little bunnies piped up —  

“What did you learn?  
We are starting school soon and nervous  
about making new friends.”

“Well,” said Josie. “Iris would send 
me and the riverbank animals on  
adventures. When we spent time  
together out in nature, we had to work 
together to solve different problems.”
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“One time we had to cross the river without a 
bridge. Of course, Ottie could swim across, but 
it was too cold that day for the rest of us. We 
worked together and built a raft out of the  
driftwood and vines from the river’s edge.  
And Ottie was our motor to get the raft across.”

All the little bunnies said together,   
  “Wow, that’s so cool!”

Josie said, “It was pretty awesome — everyone had to work together because without everyone, we couldn’t  
have done it.” 
 
“By the end of my time along the riverbank with Iris and the Riverbank animals,  

  I was ready to try my new skills with the other  
children. I now have a really great group of friends.”

Iris replied, “Thanks, Josie, for sharing your story. Now let’s all take a break and go for a swim because it’s such a lovely 
warm day today. Anyone up for water games?” And then Iris jumped in the river.
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A Note for Adults 

Outdoor play provides children with opportunities to practice social and emotional skills with other children. For example, playing outside 
is more spontaneous than structured play, and children have to work together to navigate the environment. Children experiment with 
taking turns and with listening to each other to solve problem, and they learn new skills such as self control, safe risk taking, and following 
rules to work together toward a common goal. The time children spend outdoors with each other also helps them develop empathy as 
they learn how to comfort and support one another while working together. These face-to-face interactions teach them to understand each 
other’s verbal and non-verbal cues.

Chapter 3 Follow-Up Questions to Ask Children 

• Have you had the opportunity to go on an adventure in nature? What did you learn about yourself  
 and the others you were with?

• What is the best part of playing outside with your friends?

• What new skills have you learned on your own while playing  
 outside with your friends?

• Action Item: Make a list of skills or knowledge topics you would  
 like to learn while out in nature.

Resources

These resources are intended to help parents and other adults understand how children benefit from their time in nature.

Social development benefits of outdoor play 
https://www.miracle-recreation.com/blog/why-should-my-child-play-outside-benefits-of-outdoor-play-for-kids/?lang=can#social

Outdoor play 
https://raisingchildren.net.au/toddlers/play-learning/outdoor-play/outdoor-play 
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Chapter 4
f i s h 

As they all climbed out of the water and settled once again on the logs around the fire, 
Iris exclaimed,  

 “Wow that was great fun  
   and exercise.”  
“Now, Fish, it is your time to tell how nature  
helped you,” said Iris. 

Fish replied, “I first met you in late fall when  
I was fishing off your bridge. I was confused.  
I did not know why I felt so strange and sad.  
I cast my line into the river, and I caught  
your hat!”

“You tore my hat right off my head, and  
I came up to see who it was,” explained Iris. 
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“What a surprise to you to discover  
     I was a real live dragon!”

“You did scare me at first, but when you spoke to me, I realized you were a friendly dragon,” said Fish, laughing. 

Iris replied, “We chatted and you explained how you felt, and I suggested you come back to the Riverbank  
Community as often as you could. As winter came, the river froze, and you loved to play pond hockey. We would 
make up teams and skate till we were exhausted. After that we would sit by the fire and have marshmallows and  
hot chocolate and look around at the wonder of nature.”

“Yes,” replied Fish.“I started to see things more clearly. 
I loved watching the snowflakes fall from the sky and how we tried to 
catch them on our tongues as we lay in the snow.  
I saw how beautiful a 
snowflake was when 
you would catch it in 
your mitt. And my  
favourite memory was the 
smell of the air when I would 
first come out to the river to 
play ice hockey. That and the 
sounds of my skates as they 
would carve the ice.”
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Ottie said, “That is my one of my favorite memories as well!”   
“Catching snowflakes on my tongue! We even made a poem about it, remember Fish?”

“I do,” said Fish. “We were so inspired by the beauty of the snow that it moved us to write poetry! I had never 
written a poem before in my life. But now I feel responsible for caring for nature and ensuring that its beauty 
continues. I even started an environmental club at school.”

Iris replied, “That is amazing, Fish. Thank you for sharing that story. Now children and the  
riverbank animals, it is time to thank nature and the river that we live along. They have given us 
so many gifts and lessons. I have made a special wreath of materials we find along the riverbank 
— berry vines, wildflowers, long grasses, leaves, and small stones from the river bottom.  
Whenever we see it, we can take a moment to reflect on all that nature and the river have  
provided for us.”

As everyone gathered by the riverbank, Iris gently placed the wreath against a large stone at 
the river’s edge. 

“The wreath is to thank nature and encourage everyone that sees it to try and keep the river clean 
and healthy so that we can continue to benefit from its gifts to us,” explained Iris.

“We will help to spread the message,” said everyone.
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“Happy Mother Earth Day,” exclaimed Iris.

   “Happy Earth Day, Iris,” the children and riverbank animals replied. 

Josie hugged Iris and said, “Thank you, Iris, for showing us how nature can help us feel better.” 

Then Skippy, Teeman, and Fish ran up and joined the hug.

The End 
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A Note for Adults 
When we — adults or children — spend time in nature, we become more connected to it. Taking the time to appreciate nature’s beauty 
creates a positive emotional response in us. When we feel attached to nature, we are more likely to take an interest in caring for nature and 

becoming good stewards to this planet because we value the role nature plays in our lives.

Chapter 4 Follow-Up Questions to Ask Children 

• When you are in nature, what creates a sense of awe, wonder, or beauty for you?

• What is your favourite memory of being outdoors? What senses do you remember using?

• Have you ever written a poem or created a piece of art inspired by nature? If you did, how did you feel?

• Action Item: How can you add poetry or art to your outdoor experiences?

Resources

These resources are intended to help parents and other adults understand how children benefit  
from their time in nature.

Engaging with nature bolsters kids creativity - 
www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/creative-insights/202107/how-engaging-nature-bolsters-creativity-in-children-and-adults

Connecting Kids in nature - 
https://www.nwf.org/Kids-and-Family/Connecting-Kids-and-Nature
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Being in Nature Action Plan 
What will you do next in nature? Add your ideas to the empty spaces in the table.

Nature Prompt Actions You Will Take

What actions might you take to add the 
calming e�ects of nature to your 
daily routine?

�ink about adding dragon breathing or
paying attention to the world around you 
through your senses to your daily routine. 
What will this look like for you?

Make a list of skills or knowledge topics 
you would like to learn while out in 
nature.

How can you add poetry or art to your 
outdoor experiences?
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Epilogue

Michael Cheng 
Co-Founder, eMentalHealth.ca 
Psychiatrist, CHEO 
Associate Professor, University of Ottawa

For millennia, humans have lived closely connected to nature. 

As humans have become more disconnected from nature, we have seen increased rates of mental and physical health problems 
in modern society. 

Since the pandemic, levels of stress and mental health challenges have worsened, with more and more children, youth, and  
families struggling with mental health stress. It certainly doesn’t help that accessing mental health services and supports is  
challenging even at best. 

The good news is that parents and families can do many things to support the mental health and wellness of children, youth, 
and families. 

For mental wellness, we have these needs: 

 • basic needs
 - healthy nutrition

 - getting outside in nature, which provides sunlight (including vitamin D), fresh air, sensory-soothing  
   environments, etc. 

 -  physical activity
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• higher needs (as per the First Nations Mental Wellness Continuum Framework)  
 - belonging, or feeling connected to fellow human beings, which gives our brains oxytocin 

 - purpose, which is things we do to keep busy, such as being a parent, a student, an artist, etc. 

 - meaning, which is knowing that what we do makes a difference and is meaningful, such as knowing that you are   
   contributing or making a difference to the world or someone’s life

 - hope, which is believing that the future will be positive 

The incredible thing about nature is that getting out there with our loved ones helps us meet multiple basic and higher 
needs. Simply walking to the corner store with the kids, for example, helps to meet our needs for sunlight, vitamin D,  
movement, connection, belonging, and optimal, restorative sensory experiences. 

A large body of research confirms that nature is essential for our brains. 

 • Nature is important for healthy brain development and function. 
 • Nature is good for our mental health. Physical activity in nature has antidepressant effects equivalent     

to antidepressant medication for mild to moderate depression.

Whereas the conventional, modern mental health treatment consists of a client and professional talking indoors in an office,  
we are now rediscovering the power of nature-based therapies. More and more professionals are prescribing nature and  
incorporating elements of nature into their work in ways such as these: 

 • horticultural therapy, where people do gardening or have other contact with nature 
 • equine therapy, where people work with horses 
 • animal-assisted therapy, where people work with dogs or other animals 
 • nature walk therapy, where people go on guided walks in nature

Unlike interventions such as seeing a mental health professional or taking antidepressant medications, nature is something that 
most people can access by just opening their door or window. 
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In the latest Iris the Dragon story, The River Keepers: A Tale from the Iris the Dragon Series, we can see the positive role of 
nature with Iris and her friends. 

Looking after an injured horse and planting a vegetable garden gave Skippy a sense of purpose and meaning. 

Spending time in nature helped Teeman become mindful; he learned to appreciate the sights, sounds, and smells of the  
riverbank. Whereas many teens are reluctant to take a yoga class, simply going for a walk outside can help provide a mindful 
experience. 

Building a bridge in nature using local materials gave Josie a sense of purpose and accomplishment when meeting the challenge 
when the animals needed to cross the river. 

Playing hockey outside provided Fish with that classic, quintessential Canadian experience, giving him not only fresh air and 
exercise but also a chance to connect and bond with others. 

What can we do as individuals, parents, and society? We can open our doors and spend time outside with our loved ones. It 
could be as simple as sitting outside. Or it could be going for a walk, hike, or swim — or any nature activity. It could be walking 
to the corner store instead of driving. It could be biking to work instead of driving. 

As a society, we can think about ways to reconnect with nature in our schools, workplaces, and communities.  
Reconnecting to nature is crucial for our mental health. 

Learn More About the Benefits of Nature for Kids Here.

Nature Canada 
https://naturecanada.ca/

Child & Nature Alliance of Canada 
https://childnature.ca/
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